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The Lacamas Creek watershed is located in Southwest Washington in Clark County. The 
watershed makes up an area of 67 square miles that extends from Hockinson in the north to the 
City of Camas in the south with Vancouver bordering the eastern edge. Lacamas Creek flows 18 
miles from forested headwaters through rural, agricultural, and residential areas before entering 
Lacamas and Round Lakes.

Below the lakes, the creek discharges to the Washougal River. There is also a fish passage barrier 
located at a dam below Lacamas Lake. 

Along with Lacamas Creek, the watershed has five major tributaries. China Ditch, Fifth Plain, and 
Shanghai Creek are located in the northwest section of the watershed, and, Matney Creek and 
Dwyer Creek are located in the lower watershed. 

There are also many smaller creeks and channelized streams that flow to Lacamas Creek. These 
channels were built in the late 1800s to drain the wetlands to create areas for farms and to 
increase the volume of water to Camas paper mills. The largest of the man-made drainages 
include China Ditch, Spring Branch, and Big Ditch which all drain to Lacamas Creek. Because of 
this development and channelization, wetlands make up only 4% of the watershed. With 
significantly fewer wetland areas to store runoff from rainstorms, higher volumes of stormwater 
now funnel more quickly into streams, eroding stream banks and causing increased flooding in 
low-lying lands. 
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Currently, dominate land cover is forest, followed by pasturelands and agricultural lands, and 
then developed areas. There is definitely increasing development of high-density residential and 
commercial areas concentrated in the southern and western watershed near the Cities of Camas 
and Vancouver. 

Only 22% of the watershed is public property. This means that implementation efforts for 
cleaning up the watershed will rely heavily on private landowners and encouraging voluntary 
implementation of best management practices (BMPs) in order for there to be long-term water 
quality improvement. In terms of permits, the majority are construction stormwater general 
permits which is clear indication of development and urbanization in the watershed. *Both the 
construction stormwater and sand and gravel general permits have effluent limit of 6.5 to 8.5 to 
segments of water bodies on Washington’s 303d list (i.e. Matney Creek).

There are currently three dairies in the watershed; Laglers in the northwest, Anderson in the 
middle of the watershed, and Johnston Dairy close to the east side of Lacamas Lake. These dairies 
are regulated by Washington Department of Agriculture’s (WSDA) Dairy Nutrient Management 
Act. Johnston dairy is outside of the study boundary and is currently being decommissioned. The 
owner of this dairy reached out to Ecology about properly decommissioning the manure lagoon 
to avoid mismanagement of the lagoon after the dairy shuts down and avoid potential discharge 
to the lake.
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There are many reasons why we are focusing on Lacamas Creek. The creek provides beneficial 
uses, and the state establishes water quality criteria to protect those uses. There are aquatic life 
use protections, since the creek could provide habitat for fish and supports natural wildlife. The 
creek is a potential source of water supply for agriculture, livestock and domestic use. Lacamas 
Creek is also a major input to the downstream Lacamas Lake, which is a popular area for 
recreation.

Since the creek is a major input of surface water to those lakes, Lacamas Creek water quality 
influences the water quality of Lacamas Lake. Past studies have determined that the primary 
phosphorous loading to Lacamas Lake originates from nonpoint pollution sources to Lacamas 
Creek (BCI, 1985). Also, the City of Camas and supporting agencies are developing a lake 
management plan to address pollution sources that are directly discharging to the Lake. Ecology 
will focus on targeting watershed sources of pollution from Lacamas Creek while the City and 
local stakeholders will focus efforts in the Lacamas Lake area. This is an effective strategy to 
address pollution issues from multiple sources that are affecting both the watershed and the 
lakes.

An important reason for focusing on Lacamas Creek and its tributaries is that they currently do 
not meet Washington State’s water quality standards for multiple parameters. bacteria, dissolved 
oxygen, pH and temperature. This emphasizes the importance for prioritizing Lacamas Creek for 
water quality improvement.
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Ecology just released a draft 2018 water quality assessment and a draft 303(d) list of waterbodies 
that are considered impaired or do not meet standards. This assessment involved reviewing data 
from 2006-2017 which included the data initially collected for the Lacamas TMDL. This new 
review resulted in the listing of new tributaries and stream segments that were not previously 
listed at the start of this study. The assessment shows the need to evaluate these 303(d) listed 
parameters and assess the conditions across this watershed. 
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Due to the historical water quality impairments, Lacamas Creek Watershed was considered a high 
priority watershed and was selected for a TDML in 2010. This TMDL intended to identify pollution 
problems in the watershed and then calculate the amount of pollutant needed to be reduced to 
bring the waterbody into compliance.  

This involved an intensive monitoring plan: 
-Sampling was conducted at 30 fixed sites and 9 investigative sites for FC bacteria
-Dissolved oxygen, pH and nutrients were also collected for synoptic surveys of surfacewater and 
groundwater 
-Continuous temperature 
-Riparian habitat data and channel measurements were collected
-Flow monitoring at 3 sites 
-Storm sampling during a single dry season storm and at least 3 wet season storms
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Field work was finished by 2011. The groundwater assessment was completed to determine how 
groundwater influences stream flows and surface water quality in Lacamas Creek, and a report 
was published in 2013 summarizing those findings. Yet, a complete assessment of the surface 
water quality conditions was not completed due to schedule limitations and staff turnover.

It was selected as a worthwhile project to scope out, since resources have been devoted to this 
study and valuable water quality data needs to be assessed. Sheelagh McCarthy did an initial 
scoping of data and a preliminary review of the bacteria data. Just earlier this year, we proposed 
it to management, and we received approval to move forward with the source assessment and 
TMDL alternative. 
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The specific goals of this source assessment are to complete the evaluation of the 2010-2011 
water quality data. We also will collect additional bacteria data this summer to find current 
sources of pollution and evaluate changes since the initial data collection. The technical analysis 
of both datasets will be used to develop a source assessment report, which will identify priority 
areas for water quality improvement. 
This source assessment will serve as the technical foundation for the Lacamas Creek TMDL 
alternative restoration plan.
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We will start the supplementary bacteria monitoring this summer 2021. Sheelagh McCarthy and 
Molly Gleason will complete the technical analysis and Source Assessment report by 2023. Devan 
Rostorfer develop a Water Cleanup Plan or TMDL Alternative restoration plan, which will help 
guide future Implementation and outreach.
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These are the specific study objectives we hope to achieve from our technical analysis and 
package in our source assessment report.
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Instead of adopting a TMDL that was originally designed for the study, the study will be 
completed as a source assessment that will work towards a TMDL alternative. TMDL alternatives 
are increasingly important tools for water quality improvement as an alternative to TMDLs. This 
decision was made based on specific criteria that this watershed met. 

TMDL Alternatives are suitable for addressing nonpoint sources of pollution especially in a more 
rural landscape. Official TMDLs work well to address urban watersheds dominated by point 
sources, primarily industrial dischargers and WWTPs. However, TMDLs struggle to adequately 
address nonpoint sources, primarily because nonpoint sources aren’t covered by the 
enforcement controls of the NPDES program. Due to the rural landscape and the limited industrial 
discharges, the water quality challenges in the watershed are likely associated with nonpoint 
pollution.

Another crucial component of addressing nonpoint pollution is that there are be local resources 
available to support implementation and water cleanup efforts. Partners in Clark County already 
have established programs to address these nonpoint issues and to provide technical and 
financial support to encourage best practices and voluntary compliance to fix problems related to 
agriculture and septic systems. 

TMDLs have proven to be complex and resource intensive. By adopting a source assessment 
design, this study can work towards improving water quality efficiently and more timely.
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In preparation for this study, we’ve done initial surveys throughout the watershed and noted 
relevant nonpoint observations. It’s clear from initial surveys this watershed has potential 
nonpoint sources to consider, and we hope to track the impact with our bacteria sampling. 
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For the planned field work for this summer, Ecology will collect E. coli and FC at a fixed-network 
of 19 sites, twice a month from June to October. These are sites that were previously monitored 
by Ecology. Opportunistic sampling at investigative sites will happen on a need-to basis in order 
to explore potential areas of concern and sources of pollution.
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In addition to the planned our field work, Ecology’s Ambient Monitoring Program lead by the 
Freshwater Monitoring Unit has been collecting samples and measurements at a site located right 
before Lacamas Creek enters Lacamas Lake. The data collected at this site will be complementary 
to this source assessment by providing current water quality data at a downstream location and 
providing valuable nutrient data from a site right above the lake.

Clark County has collected monthly FC and water quality data at a long-term Matney Creek site 
since 2001 as part of a long term index monitoring program which is an effort to track water 
quality trends in important watersheds across Clark County. They will continue to collect monthly 
samples at Matney Creek this summer. 
There is already foundational data from Ecology and Clark County that will serve as a guide for 
this planned monitoring and helped us prioritize where we should sample.
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To prepare for this study, Sheelagh McCarthy has already done the initial scoping and review of 
Ecology’s bacteria data.  

She found that most of the exceedances happened during the dry season over the summer. This 
is why we are focusing on summer monitoring since it was shown to be a critical season. And she 
was able to find the high priority areas that had the highest exceedances. 

Clark County has provided more recent fecal coliform data that confirms there still are high levels 
of bacteria in these areas of concern.

*The StoryMap will be published soon once it has been approved by Ecology ArcGIS administer.
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*Story map will be published once approved; for now here is a snapshot of the map.

China Ditch
China Ditch is located in the northwest corner of the watershed located in Hockinson and Bush 
Prairie. It was one of the areas that was heavily channelized. Some of the study’s highest bacteria 
levels were detected here. The highest geomean calculated for a core site in this area was at the 
most downstream location of a tributary that flows to the main China Ditch Channel. Upstream of 
this tributary is Hockinson Meadows Park, an open leash dog park with evidence of wildlife. 
Further upstream in between the channelized tributaries is the golf course, hobby farms, and 
Lagler’s dairy. Investigate samples will be collected along these areas; they were not chosen as 
core sites due to low flow conditions already this April.

Fifth Plain Creek and Shanghai Creek
Both China Ditch and Shanghai Creek flow to Fifth Plain Creek which flows to Lacamas Creek. We 
are sampling upstream and downstream of the confluences of both to see their potential 
influences.
Shanghai Creek is another high priority stream, since the highest geomeans out of all core sites 
were found at the two downstream sites. The landscape of this area is more forested with private 
properties right up to the bank. 

Lacamas Creek, Big Ditch, Spring Branch 
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Lower in the watershed, Fifth Plain enters the mainstem of Lacamas Creek as do smaller 
channelized streams, such as Big Ditch and Spring Branch. We’re interested in seeing the bacteria 
influences of these ditches, since the highest bacteria levels in Lacamas Creek were located at 
these two sites below Big Ditch. Big Ditch had the next highest geomean in the watershed 
following Shanghai Creek. In this area, we have a dairy upstream of Spring Ditch and Andersen 
Dairy is just east of these sites.

Matney Creek
One of the eastern tributaries to Lacamas Creek that we’re including in our monitoring is Matney
Creek. In 2011, there weren’t as high fecal levels compared to the surrounding tributaries, but 
both of the downstream sites exceeded criteria for the dry season. More recent data has shown 
higher levels of bacteria. Clark County has collected monthly FC data at a long-term Matney Creek 
site. Their data has shown exceedances in the annual geometric mean over the past 3 water 
years. We hope to further explore that creek by sampling upstream of a tributary to find potential 
sources of bacteria.

Lacamas Creek and Dwyer Creek
We will be sampling at the most downstream location of Lacamas Creek twice a month, which 
had lower bacteria than the upstream sites. This could be due to dilution from additional inputs of 
surface water. 
In addition to our sampling efforts, the Ambient Monitoring Program will be collecting monthly 
bacteria, nutrients and metal samples including in-situ measurements of conventional water 
quality parameters. 

We are also collecting bacteria at Dwyer Creek which is another input of surface water to 
Lacamas Lake. There weren’t as many high bacteria levels at this site, but it’s would be 
comprehensive to include all major inputs Lacamas Lake. Dwyer Creek runs through the Camas 
Meadows Golf course. And on the other side of the lake, Johnston Dairy is no longer licensed, and
a well-managed decommissioning of it’s manure lagoon could prevent a direct discharge to 
Lacamas Lake.
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For more information about the study, Devan created a Lacamas Partnership webpage which has 
all of the relevant publications such as the older TMDL QAPP, the groundwater study, and the
QAPP for this source assessment will be uploaded by end of May, early June. Devan has also 
created a FAQ sheet which provides quick overview of our study plan which can be used for 
outreach. 

And a tableau page that will be in development once we start gathering data. My plan is to 
provide a virtual platform to display the maps and charts of preliminary bacteria data throughout 
the monitoring and provide ongoing monthly updates 

Ecology’s Ambient Monitoring updates their water quality at their Freshwater Index Network 
Webpage. They typically update 2-3 months after sampling.
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The table represents the Ecology’s site list for bacteria sampling in 2021. The final list will be 
confirmed in the final Lacamas Creek Source Assessment QAPP.
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This table represents the preliminary fecal coliform data analysis and comparison to the water 
quality criteria for Primary Contact Recreation.  The numeric criteria were calculated for the year, 
for the wet season (November- May) and dry season (June-October). The Primary Contact 
Recreation criteria are as follows:

1) Geometric Mean should not be above 100 cfu/100mL.

2) No more than 10% of samples, or any single sample when less than ten, should exceed 200 
cfu/100 ml.

Exceedance of the criteria is represented in red. A final statistical analysis of these FC results will 
be a part of this source assessment.
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